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DAY 1 - THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH

8:00 AM Registration

9:00 AM - 9:15 AM
›Bel Aire Ballroom

Welcoming Remarks

 rafael fernández de castro, U.S. Metropolis North America Co-chair 
 alberto hernandez, Mexican Metropolis North America Co-chairs 
 marlene jennings, CanadianMetropolis North America Co-chair

Opening Address

 mayor kevin l. faulconer, San Diego

9:15 AM - 10:45 AM
›Bel Aire Ballroom

PLENARY 1: REFUGEE AND ASYLUM SEEKERS IN NORTH AMERICA 
This plenary session will identify and discuss the major challenges North American countries currently face with regards to 
refugees and asylum seekers. Speakers will look at the role their countries play to manage humanitarian flows and policies 
and procedures around the admission of refugees and grants of asylum. They will further suggest measures that can enhance 
cooperation between North American countries on refugee issues and/or propose coordination mechanisms and policies that 
address the root conditions giving rise to displacement.

Particpants 

 james w. mccament, Homeland Security Deputy Undersecretary

 cinthia pérez trejo, Specialist, Comisión Mexicana de Ayuda a Refugiados

 catrina tapley, the Deputy Minister for Immigration, Refugee and Citizenship Canada - TBC

10:45 AM - 11:00 AM Break

11:00 AM - 12:30 PM Workshop Block A

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM
›Bel Aire Ballroom

Lunch

1:45 PM - 3:15 PM Workshop Block B

3:15 PM - 3:30 PM Break

3:30 PM - 5:00 PM Workshop Block C

5:00 PM First-come, first-serve shuttle bus to reception

6:00 PM Welcoming & Community Reception by the U.S.-Mexico Border Mayors Association
› UC San Diego Campus, International House Great Hall
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DAY 2 - THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH

8:00 AM Registration

9:00 AM - 9:15 AM
›Bel Aire Ballroom

Welcoming Remarks

9:15 AM - 10:45 AM
›Bel Aire Ballroom

PLENARY 2: WELCOMING IMMIGRANTS INTO NEW COMMUNITIES --Sponsored by Border Mayors Association

10:45 AM - 11:00 AM Break

11:00 AM - 12:30 PM Workshop Block D

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM
›Bel Aire Ballroom

Lunch

1:45 PM - 3:15 PM Workshop Block E

3:15 PM - 3:30 PM Break

3:30 PM - 5:00 PM Workshop Block F
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DAY 1 -- Thursday, November 7th WORKSHOP — BLOCK A
11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

A1 NORTH AMERICA: ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY STARTS HERE
ROOM › FAIRBANKS A

organizer u.s.-mexico border mayors association

participants kevin faulconer, Mayor of San Diego, California

arturo gonzalez, Mayor of Tijuana, Baja California

pete saenz, Mayor of Laredo, Texas

A2 LEVERAGING REFUGEES AND INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSETS
ROOM › FAIRBANKS B

While Canada and the United States face demographic shifts, we look to skilled migration to address the resulting skill shortages, but there is growing  
recognition that refugees and international students are also assets for economic development. This panel will showcase examples of how states,  
provinces, and businesses are reshaping the refugee and international student narrative. 

organizer world education services (wes)

participants neil g. ruiz, PhD Associate Director, Global Migration & Demography Research, Pew Research Center
international students in border communities

steve tobocman, Director, Global Detroit and Co-Chair Welcoming Economies Global Network
establishing michigan as a center for global prosperity through inclusion

devon franklin, WES Canada
refugee jobs agenda: how corporate canada is recognizing refugee talent

lori wilkinson, Professor of Sociology, University of Manitoba
economic outcomes of refugees in canada

moderator beth clarke, Director Strategic Partnerships, WES Canada

A3 US-MEXICO BORDER POLICY CHANGES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON BOTH BORDER MANAGEMENT AND MIGRANTS
ROOM › FAIRBANKS C

This panel will detail recent US policy changes in the treatment of  people arriving at the US Southwest border; put these changes in international perspective; 
detail how these policy changes are affecting US border management and migrants themselves, and highlight impacts on Mexico’s border cities and Mexican 
politics more broadly.

organizer migration policy institute

participants julia gelatt, Senior Policy Analyst, MPI

david fitzgerald, Professor, Gildred Chair in U.S.-Mexican Relations and Co-Director, Center for Comparative Immigration Studies,  
UC San Diego

rodulfo figueroa, former representative, Instituto Nacional de Migración (INM), Baja California

moderator julia gelatt, Senior Policy Analyst, MPI
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A4 THE DEPORTATION AND VOLUNTARY RETURN OF MEXICAN MIGRANTS FROM THE UNITED STATES
ROOM › FAIRBANKS D

This panel analyzes the transformation of U.S. immigration policy that has facilitated the massive formal deportation of non-citizens as well as the specific 
reasons for the detention and removal of male migrants. Considering that roughly one in four deportees have US-citizen children, the panel examines how 
detention, incarceration, and deportation erodes immigrant fatherhood.

organizer el colegio de la frontera norte (colef)

participants rafael alarcón acosta, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte
criminalization of migrants? reasons for the detention and removal of mexican deportees from the united state

abigail andrews, Assistant Professor of Sociology & Fatima Khayar-Camara, PhD Candidate, University of California, San Diego
forced out of fatherhood: how the deportation-carceral system undermines immigrant dads

rodolfo cruz piñeiro and pedro paulo orraca romano, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte
reintegration and economic assimilation of international return migrants in mexico

abigail thornton, Doctoral Candidate, University of California Los Angeles
effective integration through direct participation: learning for social action with displaced communities in tijuana

A5 JUSTICE AND TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL WORKER PROGRAMS IN NORTH AMERICA
ROOM › SHUTTERS

Countless numbers of temporary agricultural workers migrate across North America each year. Despite having lawful immigration status, exploitation of 
workers is rampant. The legal regimes that establish the visas create the circumstances for such exploitation. This panel will examine these agricultural  
visa regimes, focusing on the particulars that leave such workers especially vulnerable.

organizer justice in motion & legal assistance clinic-cornell law school

participants briana beltran, Visiting Lecturer, Farmworker Legal Assistance Clinic - Cornell Law School, 
rights with few remedies: access to justice and the h-2a temporary agricultural worker program in the united states

dalia gesualdi-fecteau, Law and Political Sciences Faculty, Dalia Gesualdi-Fecteau
debt and broken promises; migrant workers in quebec 

bernardo ramirez bautista, Coordinador Estatal de Oaxaca, Frente Indigena de Organizaciones Binacionales
defending the rights of oaxacan migrant workers
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B2 IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION AT THE SUBNATIONAL LEVEL
ROOM › FAIRBANKS B

Distinct from the role of the federal government, it is the purview of local and state/provincial-level agencies and boards to insure the successful inclusion 
of immigrants. Speakers will discuss policies and programs designed to be inclusive of foreign-born residents and the challenges of planning and implementing 
economic integration initiatives.

organizer world education services (wes)

participants brooke valle, Strategy Officer, San Diego Workforce Partnership
local workforce inclusion, an economic imperative

mike zimmer, former Cabinet Director and governor rick snyder, Michigan, Sr. Policy Consultant, World Education Services
state-level policies: leadership promoting economic growth through immigrant inclusion

sunil johal, Director, Business Growth Services, Economic Development and Culture Division, City of Toronto
labour market integration of newcomers in toronto: opportunities and challenges

nicoleta monoreanu, Manager, National GAR Case Management – Client Support Services, YMCA of Greater Toronto
client support services program – an innovative and collaborative approach to refugee resettlement in canada

moderator stacey simon, Director, Policy Advocacy, World Education Services

B1 RESPONSES TO THE HUMANITARIAN CRISIS AT THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER
ROOM › FAIRBANKS A

organizer u.s.-mexico border mayors association

participants trey mendez, Mayor of Brownsville, Texas

B3 SAFE THIRD AND ASYLUM AGREEMENTS: ARE THEY EFFECTIVE IN MANAGING MIGRATION?
ROOM › FAIRBANKS C

From Europe’s Dublin III to the US-Canada Safe Third Agreement to new asylum agreements with Mexico and Central America, this panel will examine whether 
these types of agreements are effective in managing migration while meeting international protection obligations and what “burden sharing” of refugees 
and asylum-seekers really means.

organizer bipartisan policy institute

participants theresa cardinal brown, Director of Immigration and Cross-Border Policy, Bipartisan Policy Center

david fitzgerald, Professor, Gildred Chair in U.S.-Mexican Relations and Co-Director, Center for Comparative Immigration Studies,  
UC San Diego

rafael fernández de castro, Director, Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies, UC San Diego

kiran banerjee, Department of Political Science, Dalhousie University

moderator cristobal ramón, Immigration Senior Police Analyst, Bipartisan Policy Center

DAY 1 -- Thursday, November 7th WORKSHOP — BLOCK B
1:45 PM - 3:15 PM
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B4 HEALTH AND NEW MOBILITIES IN NORTH AMERICA
ROOM › FAIRBANKS D

The aim of this session is to exchange ideas about the public health challenges presented by new mobilities in North America. Presenters will share research 
results, policy analyses or action experiences, discussing emerging issues in relation to migration and public health, or suggesting ways to address those issues.

organizer el colegio de la frontera norte (colef)

participants jaime sepúlveda, Executive Director, UCSF Institute for Global Health Sciences.
new mobilities and challenges to the mexican health system

césar infante, Instituto Nacional de Salud Pública, México
Access to health services of migrants in transit through Mexico

amjed abojedi, Immigrant Insight Scholar, Access Alliance Multicultural Health and Community Services
impact of family loss and separation of refugee youth: a scoping review

B5 TRADE UNION COOPERATION TO SUPPORT TEMPORARY FOREIGN WORKERS
ROOM › SHUTTERS

Temporary foreign workers have posed a challenge to the US labor movement’s understanding of worker organization and representation. We will discuss 
ways of cooperating to organize and support H-2B and J-1 workers from Mexico entering the US hospitality industry. The panel will examine unions’ interests, 
concerns, and dilemmas organizing these workers.

organizer justice in motion & unite here

participants ashwini sukthankar, Director-Global Campaigns, Unite Here 

fr. clete kiley, Director, Immigration, Civil Rights And Diversity at Unite Here

brigette browning, President, Local 30, Unite Here (San Diego) 

lance compa, Emeritus Lecturer,  Cornell University's School of Industrial and Labor Relations

jorge perez sosa, National Coordinator, Sindicato Nacional de Trabajadores Operadores de Libros y Establecimientos de Diversión, 
Hoteles, Restaurantes, Comunicaciones, y Servicios en Entidades Locales y Federales, SINTOLED
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C1
LESSONS FROM MIGRANT CARAVANS IN THE TRUMP ERA
room › fairbanks a

This panel will analyze numerous aspects of migrant caravans: the history of caravans, the safety of migrants in transit through Mexico, the demographic 
composition of the Honduran caravan, and responses from civil society and Mexico’s three branches of government.

organizer center for u.s.-mexican studies, school of global policy & strategy, university of california, san diego

participants jorge bustamante, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte (COLEF)

olivia ruiz, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte (COLEF)

jesús peña, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte (COLEF)

rafael fernández de castro, Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies, School of Global Policy & Strategy, University of California, San Diego

savitri arvey, Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies, School of Global Policy & Strategy, University of California, San Diego

C2
THE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSIONS OF REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT:  
FOSTERING RESILIENCE IN CANADIAN AND AMERICAN CONTEXTS
room › fairbanks b

Globally, refugees face diverse social, economic and environmental injustices. This workshop will present research findings from Canada and the United 
States on the challenges experienced by resettled refugees, with a focus on small cities and rural communities. Strategies, implications and recommendations 
will be offered to enhance resilience and to build effective services and systems.

organizer university of calgary

participants julie drolet, Professor, Faculty of Social Work, University of Calgary
understanding trauma and resilience in refugee resettlement

nasreen lalani, Assistant Professor, Health and Human Sciences, Purdue University, US
place matters: health barriers and facilitators in small cities and rural communities 

meredith powers, Assistant Professor, Social Work Department, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, Director of the Climate 
Justice Program of the International Federation of Social Workers & National Consortium of Rutgers University Humanity Action Lab 
on Environmental Justice and Migration
the environmental injustices faced by resettled refugees: housing policies and community development

gayatri moorthi, Principal Consultant, Habitus Consulting Collective
the alberta syrian refugee resettlement experience project: findings on language, employment, social connections and housing

lisa elford, Principal Consultant, Habitus Consulting Collective
the alberta syrian refugee resettlement experience project: recommendations for services and system

DAY 1 -- Thursday, November 7th WORKSHOP — BLOCK C
3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
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C3
EVOLVING MIGRATION POLICIES IN NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA: PATTERNS OF CONV ERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE, AND THE MERITS 
OF COORDINATION, COLLABORATION, AND COHERENCA
room ›fairbanks c

The objective of this workshop is to provide an overview and analysis of the evolution of some migration policies of various countries to shed some light 
both on patterns of converge and divergence, and any coordination and collaboration efforts that may have been undertaken or should be undertaken to 
achieve policy coherence in North and Central America.

organizer university of saskatchewan & dalhousie university

participants joseph garcea, Department of Political Studies, University of Saskatchewan
converge of migration policy narratives in canada and united states

kiran banerjee, Department of Political Science, Dalhousie University
canada-us safe third country agreement: prospects for continuation of collaboration and coordination 

jorge eduardo mendoza cota, Director Departamento de Estudios Económicos, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte
changes in migration flows and policies in mexico and central america

elizabeth ferris, Institute for the Study of International Migration, Georgetown University
migration of children crossing borders: comparison of us, canadian and mexican policies 

moderator joseph garcea, Department of Political Studies, University of Saskatchewan

C4
RETURN MIGRATION TO MEXICO: CURRENT PATTERNS AND CHALLENGES AHEAD
room › fairbanks d

The past decade historically large flows from Mexico to the U.S. have fallen dramatically while return migration to Mexico has risen. This session will explore 
the recent trends in the flow of returnees from the U.S. to Mexico, its characteristics, as well as challenges in the integration processes that define a series 
of public policy needs.

organizer universidad iberoamericana

participants ana gonzalez-barrera and jeffrey passel, Pew Research Center, Washington, DC
mexican return migration: recent trends, characteristics and challenges measuring the flows 

erin hamilton, Department of Sociology, University of California at Davis and claudia masferrer, Centro de Estudios Demográficos, 
Urbanos y Ambientales, El Colegio de México, 
de facto deportees: the role of deportation in the migration of u.s.-born minors to mexico

claudia masferrer, Centro de Estudios Demográficos, Urbanos y Ambientales, El Colegio de México, and nicole denier,  
Department of Sociology, University of Alberta
starting a business or getting a job? understanding regional variations of self-employment among mexican return migrants

liliana meza, Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y Geografia (INEGI) and Universidad Iberoamericana, and pedro paulo orraca,  
El Colegio de la Frontera Norte (COLEF)
labor insertion of u.s-born juvenile workers in mexico
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C5
HUMAN TRAFFICKING OF TEMPORARY FOREIGN GUESTWORKERS
room › shutters

Under Temporary Foreign Guestworker visa programs, lack of data, accountability, and oversight create a system ripe for exploitation and abuse. A closer 
look at individual trafficking cases and available data reveals inherent weaknesses in guestworker programs that traffickers often exploit. However, there 
are policy options that would aid in the prevention of guestworker trafficking.

organizer justice in motion

participants jeremy mclean, Policy and Advocacy Manager, Justice in Motion
the human trafficking of temporary foreign guestworkers in the us

pablo godoy, Regional Director, Western Canada, United Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW Canada)
trafficking of guestworkers in canada

stephanie richard, Policy & Legal Services Director, Coalition to Abolish Slavery & Trafficking
policy solutions to temporary foreign worker trafficking

Human Trafficking Survivor, TBC
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D1
LOCAL COLLABORATION TO ADDRESS CROSS-BORDER ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
room › fairbanks a

organizer u.s.-mexico border mayors association

participants serge medina, Mayor of Imperial Beach, California

hilda araceli brown, Mayor of Rosarito, Baja California

arturo garino, Mayor of Nogales, Arizona

jesus pujol, Mayor of Nogales, Sonora

D2
HOW IS HIGHER EDUCATION MEETING IMMIGRANT AND MIGRANT STUDENTS’ NEEDS?
room › fairbanks b

Immigrant, refugee and migrant students present unique challenges and opportunities to educational institutions at all levels throughout North America. 
Speakers will delve into research on undocumented and dislocated students and explore efforts by policymakers to harness the potential of college and 
university communities for the empowerment and protection of refugees, immigrants, and at-risk migrants.

organizer world education services (wes)

community college consortium for immigrant education (cccie)

presidents’ alliance on higher education and immigration

participants kyle farmbry, Chair, University Alliance for Refugees and at-Risk Migrants and Professor, School of Public Affairs and Administration, 
Rutgers University-Newark
higher education and migration: some reflections from the months following the global compact on migration and the global compact 
for refugees

william perez, Professor, Department of Educational Leadership and Administration, Loyola Marymount University
resilience in spite of the odds: examination of the psychosocial assets of undocumented and deported students 

olivia d. de la rosa, Director of Continuing and Professional Education, South Texas College
accelerated pathways for immigrants in the rio grande valley

david firang, Department of Social Work, Trent University
understanding the factors pushing international students’ to migrate to canada: the case of ghanaian students who seek to study  
at trent university

moderator miriam feldblum, Executive Director, Presidents’ Alliance on Higher Education and Immigration

WORKSHOP — BLOCK D
11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

Friday, November 8th -- DAY 2
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D3
CONSTRUCTING A NORTH AMERICAN INDEX ON IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION: COMPARING AND CONTRASTING CANADIAN AND AMERICAN 
APPROACHES 
room › fairbanks c

This workshop will showcase the New American Economy’s US-based Cities Index and the Association for Canadian Studies’ Canadian Index for Measuring 
Integration –  both of which track immigrant integration in their respective regions. The session will explore the possibility of constructing a North American 
Index for Immigrant Integration Measurement (NAIIIM).

organizer new american economy & the association for canadian studies

participants andrew lim, New American Economy

jack jedwab, Association for Canadian Studies

moderator ashley manuel, Association for Canadian Studies

D4
RESTRICTIVE ASYLUM POLICIES, MOBILITY CONTROL AND STRANDED REFUGEES ON NORTH AMERICA’S BORDERS
room › fairbanks d

In this panel, we will analyze the institutional capacities to receive and integrate asylum and refugees in Mexico, the United States and Canada. We also 
intend to discuss the consequences of extraterritoriality agreements and blocking policies which force asylum-seekers to remain in unplanned destinations 
or to wait months in a third country and in border regions.

organizer el colegio de la frontera norte (colef)

participants david scott fitzgerald, University of California, San Diego
refuge beyond reach: how rich democracies repel asylum seekers

elba yanett coria márquez, Universidad Iberoamericana
perspectives and strategies to defend and protect refugees in the actual migratory context in mexico/united states

maría dolores parís pombo, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte
the long wait: asylum seekers at the mexican northern border

denise gilman, Co-Director, Immigration Clinic, University of Texas School of Law

patricia eugenia zamudio grave, Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Sobre Antropología Social (CIESAS Golfo)
the asylum in mexico: contradictions between sovereignty and democratic values
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D5
RECRUITING LOW WAGE WORKERS FROM ABROAD: EMERGING MODELS TO COMBAT RECRUITMENT ABUSES
room › shutters

Employers are increasingly employing international workers to fill labor needs. There is a long history of abuse that private recruiters have wrought on  
prospective migrants. This panel will explore the various models of recruitment for temporary foreign work and focus on the innovative solutions and  
recommendations for cleaning up the global human supply chain.

organizer justice in motion

participants cathleen caron, Founder and Executive Director, Justice in Motion 
recruitment models

pablo godoy, Regional Director, Western Canada at United Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW Canada)
evaluating canada’s use of government and private recruitment models

matthew wooten, Associate Director, Fair Food Standards Council
clean channel: protecting h-2a workers through the fair food program’s partnership with the mexican government

joe g. martinez, Chief Executive Officer, Center for Research, Training and Recruitment of Organized Workers (CIERTO)
the worker led recruitment model for usa h-2a visa farmworkers

moderator cathleen caron, Founder and Executive Director, Justice in Motion
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E1
LEVERAGING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY TO ENHANCE SERVICES FOR IMMIGRANTS AND FACILITATE LABOUR MOBILITY
room › fairbanks a

This workshop provides non-profit and private-sector perspectives on how digital technology is needed to support immigrants with mobility and labour market 
integration.  This is essential as we all prepare for the future of work and contend with various issues relating to population decline and skills shortages. 

organizer acces employment

participants john shields, Professor, Ryerson University, Department of Politics and Public Administration & Board Chairperson, ACCES Employment
immigration is essential for addressing key labour market issues 

manjeet dhiman, SVP, Services and Strategic Initiatives, ACCES Employment
how digital services enhance employment programs for newcomers

shamira madhany, Managing Director, Deputy Executive Director, WES Canada
recognition in an era of global mobility: a case study of refugees and displaced populations

rebecca tancredi, National VP of Programs in Chicago, Upwardly Global
a case study - how technology-based partnerships can support geographies with declining populations

wendy chan, Strategy Senior Manager, Accenture, Federal Services 
the importance of private sector involvement in addressing skill gaps and preparing for the future workforce

moderator john shields, Professor, Ryerson University, Department or Politics and Public Administration & Board Chairperson, ACCES Employment

E2
HUMAN RIGHTS IN RETURN, DEPORTATION OR REFUGE: A LOOK AT THE MIGRANT INTEGRATION ON THE US-MEXICO BORDER
room › fairbanks b

With the intention of promoting the concepts of bonding, integration, and social interweaving, our session examines various inclusion and accompaniment 
strategies through conversations about the situation of migrants who have been returned, deported or have sought refuge or asylum in the U.S.-Mexico border.

organizer cuny & u colorado, boulder (eng & esp session)

participants guillermo yrizar barbosa, Graduate Center, CUNY and nancy landa, Independent Researcher, Mundo Translate 
returned and displaced in mexico: invisibility and local (re-)integration in tijuana

bertha bermúdez tapia, U Colorado, Boulder
deportation, violence, and war politics: the texas-tamaulipas border as a place of migrant transit and repatriation

cristina gómez johnson, Universidad Iberoamericana and fernanda espinosa moreno, UAM, Cuajimalpa
transformations in contemporary migrations in mexico, approach to violence and refugio or asylum applications

Friday, November 8th -- DAY 2 WORKSHOP — BLOCK E
1:45 PM - 3:15 PM
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E3
BETWEEN A ROCK AND A HARD PLACE: A GLIMPSE INTO THE LIVES OF IRANIAN IMMIGRANTS IN CANADA AND THE U.S.
room › fairbanks c

The case of Iranian immigrants in North America begs comparative study: unlike other economic migrants, Iranian immigrants have been driven by ‘push’ 
forces to Canada and the U.S., states that lack any diplomatic relations with Iran. They are subject to Trump’s ‘Muslim Ban’ despite a largely secular orientation, 
and are considered Visible Minorities in multicultural Canada, yet White in the U.S. 

organizer university of calgary

participants abdie kazemipur, Professor of Sociology & Chair of Ethnic Studies University of Calgary, Calgary
the atypical nature of outmigration from iran: the case of iranian immigrants in canada

amy malek, Assistant Professor of International Studies College of Charleston, USA
paradoxes of dual citizenship among iranian immigrants in north america

sahar sadeghi, Assistant Professor of Sociology Muhlenberg College, USA
migration, trauma, and political engagement: the experiences of iranians in the united states

E4
EVOLVING NORTH AMERICAN MIGRATORY POLICIES IN THE FACE OF NEW FORMS OF CENTRAL AMERICAN MOBILITY: ASYLUM, SANCTUARY, 
AND LOCAL ACTORS IN DIVERGENT NATIONAL CONTEXTS
room › fairbanks d

This panel will question the efficacy of current migratory policies in North America and their capacity to deal with new forms of Central American mobility, 
focusing on the diversity of local responses in the receiving countries, from Mexican border cities to the growing sanctuary movement in the US and Canada.

organizer el colegio de la frontera norte (colef)

participants benjamin bruce, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte
cages, compounds, and the elusive search for sanctuary: managing the piedras negras caravan and central american migration 
between mexico and texas

marie-laure coubès, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte
differentiated management of the reception of central american migrant caravans in northern mexican border cities, comparing 
tijuana and piedras negras

graham hudson, Ryerson University, Canada
canadian sanctuary cities

ernesto castañeda, American University 
excluding latin people in u.s.

moderators benjamin bruce, El Colef and marie-laure coubès, El Colef
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E5
IS PORTABILITY A PANACEA? COMPARING EXPERIENCES AND LEGAL FRAMEWORKS IN TEMPORARY WORK VISA PROGRAMS
room › shutters

Temporary work visa programs tying migrant workers to one employer have been criticized as abusive and exploitative. Some experts recommend portability in 
temporary work visa programs to protect workers and improve credibility. Panelists will discuss the effectiveness of portability for migrants, the promise of 
new proposals, and whether portability will result in decent work.

organizer justice in motion and economic policy institute

participants daniel costa, Director of Immigration Law and Policy Research, Economic Policy Institute

pablo godoy, Regional Director, Western Canada at United Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW Canada)

dalia gesualdi-fecteau, Law and Political Sciences Faculty, Université du Québec à Montréal

eugenie depatie-pelletier, President and Chief Executive Officer, Association for the Rights of Household and Farm Workers (ARHW)
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F1
GENDER AND MIGRATION
room › fairbanks a

organizer access alliance multicultural health and community services and instituto tecnológico y de estudios superiores de occidente (iteso)

participants julia eden, helen ketems, Access Alliance Multicultural Health and Community Services
the importance of gender based analysis+ for examining precarious work amongst racialized immigrant women in canada

itzelín del rocío mata navarro, Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Occidente (ITESO)
gender, migration and social vulnerability: undocumented migration of family groups in transit through mexico

jefferson f. j. pierrelus francois, Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Occidente (ITESO)
market economy, globalization and migration: challenges and faces of vulnerable women in global society from karl polanyi

F2 NORTH AMERICAN MIGRATION COMPACTS/AGREEMENTS: PERSPECTIVES, PROSPECTS AND PATHWAYS ROUNDTABLE

room › fairbanks b

The objective of this roundtable is to consider prospects and pathways for the development and implementation of migration compacts or agreements in 
North America and potentially in the rest of the Americas. Toward that end, this roundtable addresses several key questions.

organizer university of saskatchewan & dalhousie university

participants joseph garcea, Department of Political Studies, University of Saskatchewan

kiran banerjee, Department of Political Science, Dalhousie University

F3
INNOVATING IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION AT WORK
room › fairbanks c

Immigrant integration services at the worksite foster skill development, job satisfaction and retention, career advancement and, ultimately, worker economic 
mobility. Come join a conversation featuring non-profit, government and corporate leaders about how they are collaborating to offer citizenship and language 
learning services to their employees at work.

organizer national immigration forum

participants jennie murray, Director of Integration Programs, National Immigration Forum

patrick mackenzie, Chief Executive Officer, Immigrant Employment Council of British Columbia

city of san diego bi-national representative (TBD)

multinational employer corporate representative (TBD – Canada or Mexico)

WORKSHOP — BLOCK F
3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
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F4
FROM THE NORTHERN TRIANGLE OF CENTRAL AMERICA (NTCA) TO CANADA: RECENT TRENDS IN MIGRATION IN THE REGION,  
ESTIMATION CHALLENGES AND IMPLICATIONS
room › fairbanks d

The past decade has seen significant changes in migration patterns in the region. Historically large flows from Mexico to the U.S. have fallen dramatically 
while return migration to Mexico has risen. Outflows from NTCA countries to the U.S. and Mexico have increased dramatically. Changes have also occurred 
in migration between Canada and the U.S. 

organizer pew research center

participants jeffrey s. passel and ana gonzalez-barrera, Pew Research Center
migration to the u.s. from canada, mexico and the ntca: trends, characteristics, and new data to estimate returns flows

jack jedwab, President, Association for Canadian Studies
evolving trends in migration between canada and the united states

liliana meza, Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía (INEGI) and Universidad Iberoamericana, México, and carla pederzini, 
Universidad Iberoamericana
migrants from the northern triangle of central america (ntca) and their labor outcomes in mexico 

claudia masferrer and victor garcia guerrero, Centro de Estudios Demográficos, Urbanos y Ambientales, El Colegio de México, 
Mexico City
immigration of the u.s.-born “mexican” minors: studying migration flows to mexico using data from birth registries

F5 
TEMPORARY FOREIGN WORKER PROGRAMS THROUGH AN INTERNATIONAL LAW LENS
room › shutters

The United Nations has developed rarely-invoked human rights standards on temporary foreign worker programs. The goal of the panel is to describe the 
normative framework and analyze existing international law mechanisms North American advocates can use to influence domestic policy, while strengthening 
international fora.

organizer justice in motion & cornell law school

participants beth lyon, Clinical Professor of Law, Cornell Law School

cathleen caron, Founder and Executive Director, Justice in Motion

dalia gesualdi-fecteau, Law and Political Sciences Faculty, Université du Québec à Montréal

georgina vázquez de los reyes, National Officer for Labor Migration, UN International Labour Organization




